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A Dance Through the Seasons

Price: $23.99
SKU: 978-1-99941-860-1
In stock: 523
Product Categories: Books
Product Page: https://fireweedcanada.com/product/a-dance-through-the-seasons/

Product Summary
This is an inspirational picture books that will encourage children and adults to persevere and also to be patient in their
learning, to look within themselves and also in the beauty of their cultures to find their path.
Young Woman, like many people her age, is full of curiosity, energy, and strength. What happens when the people
around you don't recognize that strength?
This story is about the journey of Young Woman and Turtle. They move through the seasons together and Young
woman leans that growing up takes patience and time. Leadership comes from within, but it also comes from listening to
the world around you.
This book not only leads you through the story of one girl's path, but also through the seasonal rounds of the Dakelh
(Carrier) people of British Columbia.
Are you curious like Young Woman?
Each beautiful illustration contains a hidden turtle that kids of all ages will enjoy discovering. Find each hidden turtle as
they guide your through her journey.

Product Description
This is an inspirational picture books that will encourage children and adults to persevere and also to be patient in their
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learning, to look within themselves and also in the beauty of their cultures to find their path.
Young Woman, like many people her age, is full of curiosity, energy, and strength. What happens when the people
around you don't recognize that strength?
This story is about the journey of Young Woman and Turtle. They move through the seasons together and Young
woman leans that growing up takes patience and time. Leadership comes from within, but it also comes from listening to
the world around you.
This book not only leads you through the story of one girl's path, but also through the seasonal rounds of the Dakelh
(Carrier) people of British Columbia.
Are you curious like Young Woman?
Each illustration contains a hidden turtle that kids of all ages will enjoy discovering. Find each hidden turtle as they guide
your through her journey.

Product Attributes
- Dimensions: 25.4 &times; 20.32 &times; 1 cm
- Weight: 0.42 kg
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